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rous in the streets of Edinburgh on a Sunday night 5 so,
upon the occasions I am speaking of, the harp was silent,
and Otterburne and The Bonnie House of Airlie must
needs be dispensed with. To make amends, after tea
in the drawing-room, Scott usually read some favorite
author for the amusement of his little circle; or Erskine,
Ballantyne, or Terry, did so, at his request. He him-
self read aloud high poetry with far greater simplicity,
depth, and effect, than any other man I ever heard; and
in Macbeth or Julius Caesar, or the like, I doubt if Kern-
ble could have been more impressive. Yet the changes
of intonation were so gently managed, that he contrived
to set the different interlocutors clearly before us, with-
out the least approach to theatrical artifice. Not so the
others I have mentioned; they all read cleverly and
agreeably, but with the decided trickery of stage recita-
tion. To them he usually gave the book when it was a
comedy, or, indeed, any other drama than Shakespeare's
or Joanna Baillie's. Dryden's Fables, Johnson's two
Satires, and certain detached scenes of Beaumont and
Fletcher, especially that in The Lover's Progress, where
the ghost of the musical innkeeper makes his appearance,
were frequently selected. Of the poets, his contempora-
ries, however, there was not one that did not come in for
his part. In Wordsworth, his pet pieces were, I think,
the Song for Brougham Castle, the Laodamia, and some
of the early sonnets; in Southey, Queen Orraca, Fer-
nando Eamirez, the Lines on the Holly Tree — and, of
his larger poems, the Thalaba. Crabbe was perhaps,
next to Shakespeare, the standing resource; but in those
days Byron was pouring out his spirit fresh and full:
and, if a new piece from his hand had appeared, it was
sure to be read by Scott the Sunday evening afterwards,
and that with such delighted emphasis as showed how
completely the elder bard had kept all his enthusiasm for
poetry at the pitch of youth, all his admiration of genius,
free, pure, and unstained by the least drop of literary

